
Author Response for PHYRE: A New Benchmark for Physical Reasoning1

We thank the reviewers for their detailed and constructive comments. To recap, our submission introduces PHYRE, a2

new environment for benchmarking aspects of physical reasoning in which agents are challenged to solve 2D physics3

puzzles efficiently. Overall, the reviewers were positive about this contribution and liked the submission: “I generally4

like this paper. The task is compelling and the benchmark is well thought out.” [R1]; “I like this paper, as it presents5

a carefully designed benchmark for an emerging area.” [R2]; “The benchmark is designed to encourage physical6

reasoning agents that are not hand-coded.” [R3]. The reviewers also raised concerns, which we will address next.7

[R1, R3] More analysis of reasoning skills (as in CLEVR and IntPhys). This is a great suggestion with two8

subtleties we’d like to discuss. (1) Analysis like that in CLEVR and IntPhys requires a taxonomy of basic reasoning9

skills such that each benchmark task can be accurately described as a composition of these skills. CLEVR and IntPhys10

were built after first defining their respective taxonomies. This design enables exact skill decomposition, but also11

constrains the space of tasks. We intentionally took a different approach: we did not define a taxonomy upfront in12

order to enable open-ended task development, which we think will lead to more diverse and challenging puzzles. Given13

that, it is unclear if a post-hoc taxonomy exists for the PHYRE tasks. (2) A separate issue with such analysis is that it14

assumes that each task can only be solved according to its prescribed skill decomposition, which is a strong assumption.15

It is likely that any given task can be solved in multiple diverse ways and that some of these solutions may not involve16

the reasoning skills that are assumed (e.g., by finding a creative new approach or by exploiting unidentified biases).17

For example, in CLEVR it now seems likely that some models (e.g., Relation Networks) have found shortcut “cheats”18

instead of using a multi-step inference process, and this outcome serves as a cautionary tale. We believe that such19

in-depth analysis is a great ideal to strive for, but may not fit the open-ended nature of PHYRE tasks (if no reasonable20

taxonomy exists) and may not yield the desired insights in practice (if agents find alternative solutions).21

[R1] Are two ball tasks intrinsically harder in some way that reflects interesting physical reasoning complexity?22

We think the answer is yes: solving a two-ball task requires adding two objects to the scene that must act together23

in a coordinated way to achieve the goal. It is difficult to characterize what constitutes “intrinsic” difficulty, but by24

any reasonable measure that we can think of (the size of the action space, the minimum number of objects involved in25

the task solution, the minimum number of collisions involved in the task solution, etc.) two-ball tasks have a higher26

complexity.27

[R1] Generalization beyond PHYRE? Whether algorithms created for PHYRE will generalize to other environments28

(including the real world) is a valid and important concern. Unfortunately it is not possible to know the impact of a29

new dataset, environment, or benchmark ahead of time (an extreme example: it was not clear that ImageNet would30

help propel the modern era of deep learning). We think that a reasonable principle to follow is: develop the simplest31

benchmark that today’s learning algorithms cannot solve well. As a whole, the community must “go for recall” since32

a large number of potentially fruitful directions will not come to fruition and the ones that do are at times rather33

unexpected in advance. We argue that if you find the task compelling and interesting, it is worth taking the risk of34

promoting investigation into it.35

[R1] Reference suggestions. Thank you for the suggestions of additional references to discuss, in particular the36

workshop paper of Allan et al., which we did not yet know.37

[R2, R3] Include additional baselines: model-based learners and agents that use the world state directly. We38

agree that model-based agents are an interesting direction for exploration on PHYRE. Initially, we investigated this39

direction in the form of a CNN-based forward model. We found it difficult to produce reasonable predictions more than40

a second into the future and decided to abandon that exploration in favor of the methods presented in the paper. We41

hope to see future work that is able to produce successful model-based learners. We also considered exposing the raw42

world state to agents as the post-simulation observations, but decided given the visual simplicity of the world it should43

be reasonable to expect agents to use it directly or to train scene parsing methods that can detect objects and estimate44

their physical states. Ultimately, in the limited scope of an 8-page NeurIPS paper one must select a small subset of all45

possible experiments. By releasing PHYRE to the public, we hope to see rapid exploration of these good suggestions.46

[R2] Minimal visual complexity; is it enough for humans? Based on our experience playing with the tasks (and47

games like Brain It On, which have a similar level of visual complexity), the provided information is sufficient.48

[R2] Fig. 4 was unclear. We will attempt to improve the clarity. All of the agents in our experiments work by ranking49

a set of 105 possible solutions. This figure provides an ablation study showing how using smaller candidate solution50

sets (down to just 10 candidates) influences the performance of the agents.51

[R2] Code release. We are preparing the code release right now; it will be publicly available in the near future.52


